Evaluation of functional response of cerebral arteries by a new morphometric technique.
The contractile response of the rabbit basilar artery under four conditions was determined: (1) response in a resting condition without exclusion of the sympathetic nervous system (control group I); (2) response in a resting condition with alpha-adrenoceptor blockade (group II); (3) response to subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) (group III); and (4) response to SAH with alpha-adrenoceptor blockade (group IV). It was also ascertained whether it was possible to measure contractile response using a new morphometric method. Vessels were prepared by intracardial perfusion fixation, stained by haematoxylin and eosin, and the length of the intimal corrugations were measured by computer image analysis. Two procedures were followed in order to express the intensity of intimal corrugation, indicating the contractibility of the basilar arteries: (1) the corrugation coefficient (CC) of the basilar artery intima was estimated by dividing the precisely measured length of the intimal corrugations by the length of the measured vessel wall section of the vessel cross-sections (obtained histologically); (2) the lumen reduction coefficient (LRC) of the basilar artery was determined by dividing the "ideal" luminal area (calculated from the total length of the intimal circumference) by the real luminal cross-section area. The results of CC measurements revealed the smoothest intima (mean CC = 1.146, P = 0.00) and the least reduction of lumen (mean LRC = 0.26, P = 0.000) in group II (rabbits without SAH but with alpha-blocker phenoxybenzamine), and in group IV (SAH group of rabbits with alpha-blocker phenoxybenzamine) where the mean CC was 1.141 (P = 0.001) and the mean LRC was 0.33 (P = 0.002) in comparison with the SAH-only group III, pointing out the effectiveness of alpha-blockade even against SAH vasospastic stimuli. Control group I (without SAH and without treatment) showed a greater degree of corrugation in the intima and an increased reduction in the lumina than in groups II and IV, but still significantly less than in group III (mean CC = 1.197, P = 0.001, and mean LRC = 0.40, P = 0.028), thus demonstrating a certain resting tone of the basilar arteries (in an ideal situation, without any tone at all, the CC and LRC would be equal one). The highest degree of intimal corrugation and the greatest lumina reduction were discovered in the SAH-only group III (mean CC = 1.374 and mean LRC = 0.60). The differences among groups I, II and IV were insignificant. The results of this study suggest four conclusions: (i) the possibility of evaluating the functional response of rabbit cerebral arteries using this new morphometric technique; (ii) the adrenergic influence on resting tone of these arteries; (iii) the likely preventive role of an alpha-blockade on post-SAH vasospasm of basilar arteries in rabbits; and (iv) good comparability of the results of CC and LRC measurements with the angiographically estimated vessel diameters of other similar studies.